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Busts of Jupiter Serapis and Isis, jugate, right; the
former with laurel wreath, at the top of which is a small
cap of Osiris; the latter wearing ear of corn (end of corn-
wreath), above which is small disk of Isis, with horns ;
both draped. Rev., HTOAEMAIOY BASIAEOS. Eagle,
left, on thunderbolt, looking Back; behind, double cor-
nucopise with fillets, end of which is seen before right
wing; between legs of eagle, AI; jr.; weight, 213*9;
B. M. (Cut No. 2).   Var.   Rev., In front of eagle ^; be-
tween legs, SI (Sidon); Mr. Wigan; ja. j weight, 215'2.
A gold signet-ring, in the British Museum, recently ac-
quired by Mr* Newton from Sig. Castellani, of Rome, repre-
sents the same subject as that of the obverse of these coins,
with the important difference, that the long curl resting on
the left shoulder, as in some coins of Cleopatra without her
name, is distinctly represented; and the less important
ones, that the long plumes of the disk of Isis are visible,
and that beneath the ear of corn is the end of a tiara
(Out No. 8), The bust on the didrachms, as well as on the
ring, is evidently that of the Cleopatra of the Egyptian
and Egypto-Syrian copper coins. The character in all
cases is that of Isis, for the addition of the disk with
horns on the Egypto-Syrian coins is decisive on this
point. The portrait is also the same; remarkable for the
fulness of the cheek and lower jaw, the line of the latter
in the ring being most characteristic, and forming a very
obtuse exterior angle with the line of the throat; but
the same peculiarity may be traced throughout the
Egyptian copper coins. The relation of the didrachms to
the copper coins is further seen in the reverse-type, which
is by no means a common one, and occurs, I believe, in
HO other silver or gold coins, and on not many types of

